My name is Monroe Ammon Trotter and I had no choice, I had to create this
Medical Missionary MEDIC (God’s Special Forces) Home-Study Correspondence
Course. I lost my Father, Uncle and Brother to cancer. Recently, I lost my dear
Sister-in-Law of 46 years to cancer. I’ve had cancer myself seven (7) times; in
October, 2011, I lost my bladder, prostate, appendix, 14 lymph nodes and a
portion on my intestines to cancer surgery. I hate cancer and all other diseases
and now you know why. My driving force is to help others to become well!
I would like to take just a few minutes to formally introduce myself. I know that
here in America, when we come together to listen to someone or read what
someone has stated, we normally insist that the presenter has at least, several
letters at the end of their name; well I don’t!
This Home-Study Correspondence Course is not about me and what I am able to
do or what I’ve already accomplished; this Vital Training is about God and what
He is willing and able to do. I do realize that potential students do have a right to
have some idea of the knowledge and skill set of the presenter and for that
reason I shall briefly share my Education, Experience and Expertise.
I dropped out of high school in the 11th grade, my first job as a garbage truck
helper, after six months of riding on the back of the truck, I quit. Next, I joined the
United States Naval Service; the Navy spent several hundred thousand dollars
giving me the very best electronics education available, which allowed me to
serve on a nuclear submarine. Later I converted to become a military medic; after
Hospital Corpsman School, I was given the opportunity to challenge the RN Board
exams for the state of Michigan. During the Vietnam Conflict Military Medics
were known to split open the chest cavities of wounded Marines and conduct
cardiac massage right there on the battle field in order to save them; that is the
level of their skills. Military Medics are among the most trained medical people in
the world! I’m not trying to be a ND, RN or anything; I’m a Medical Missionary!
Duke University created the first Physician’s Assistance “PA” program in the
nation for these returning highly trained veterans. That is why, I was slightly
offended when I was offered to take the RN Board exam, and I thought that being
a nurse was well below my skill set. I had a similar experience with the ND plans.

Later I was trained at the world’s leading education and training facility for “BioMedical Equipment Maintenance Facility” in Denver Colorado.
I spent twenty (20) years in the United States Military, many of those years in the
Medical Community. When my Naval Service ended; I worked in the medical
department of a prison, treating thousands of inmates (residents) with traditional
allopathic medicine. After six years of loving, hating and being fearful of needle
sticks or responding to violent fights where the HIV blood components was often
present. I cheerfully closed that chapter of my life. I have been blessed with an
understanding of how medicine is practiced here in America as compared with
the rest of the world and I’ve been blessed with a college education as well.
After prison (as an employee, thank God!) In September, 1997, my family and I
moved from Memphis to Metro Chattanooga, Tennessee. I have always thought
that there had to be another way, perhaps a way that Our Creator would approve
of, in dealing with sickness, pain, suffering and dying. After much prayer, I was
impressed to visit the Wildwood Hospital and Lifestyle Center in Georgia.
Meeting with personnel that loved God and had developed a great deal of
expertise in the field of Natural Remedies convinced me to enroll in their Lifestyle
Educator & Counseling Course. I graduated in June of 1998, ready to meet the
challenges of a sick world that depended upon a health care system (actually, a
sick care system) that focused on corrective measures using drugs, tests and
surgical procedures. I had no idea that The Lord was preparing me for something.
In October, 2002, my entire life changed! I received my first diagnosis of cancer!
Using the knowledge obtained from my almost 30 years of education, training and
experiences; The Lord directed me to contact institutions and persons of great
skill in the arena of natural remedies for cancer, places such as:
Dr. Max Gerson & Charlotte Creator of The Gerson Therapy program; Dr. George
Malkmus, Creator of Hallelujah Diet program; Dr. Lorraine Day, Creator of Cancer
Doesn’t Scare Me; and many, many others. I was able to utilize portions of each.
Now I must share this priceless information with each and every student so that
they can utilize and share this knowledge with their family, friends and entire
neighborhoods. Can you imagine helping loved ones with diabetes, high blood
pressure, migraines, arthritis, non-healing skin sores and other disease issues.

This knowledge that I obtained from Wildwood and numerous other institutions
from all around the world had to be shared; I couldn’t keep it to myself and I
knew that The Lord wanted me to provide this life saving info without concerns of
money, profit or cost! All Students must be prepared to share this vital truth!
It is now clear to me; The Lord God has been preparing me for something far
greater than I had in the past. He was preparing me to create the most dynamic
Home-Study training program in the world whereby people in need would be able
to position themselves to be healed by God, without worrying about money.
The student will be taught how to position themselves and others to be Divinely
Healed. During the lifetime of Jesus Christ, here on earth, people walked near to
Him, were brought near to Him or He walked near to them. When they met, if
they had a need for healing and had sufficient faith, they were healed. This
Medical Missionary Medic Course is designed to use The Lord’s methods. He
didn’t care about copays, deductibles and second opinions and neither do I.
Each participant is invited to develop a vibrant, trusting and loving relationship
with The Divine Healer. Throughout the entire Holy Bible The Great God of
creation has always cared for and healed His creation; however, the promises of
healing has been, is and will continue to be conditional. Comply with the
conditions and then with full confidence, faith and trust, claim the promises of
Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior. It’s just that simple! The problem however is,
we don’t know what the promises are, nor do we know the details of the
conditions. We must learn them, know them and claim them! Jesus is waiting!

